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PSA First Place for 3CT-In Focus Editor, Pat Gordy
and Education Director, Jeff Roush
By Sue Milligan, 3CT President

T
3CT In Focus

The Official Newsletter of the Camera Club Council of Tennessee

he Camera Club Council of Tennessee’s newsletter, 3CT In Focus, edited by Pat Gordy, has
taken First Place in the 2013 Photographic
Society of America’s Chapter and Council
Newsletter Contest. Last year, Pat brought home a second place win for 3CT’s newsletter and set her sights on
winning a first. Pat will be
receiving her award at the
PSA Conference in Portland, Maine, in September.

Jeff Roush, Education Director

Another goal was to focus
on winning some of the
awards PSA gives for variPat Gordy, Editor
ous types of articles. 3CT is
happy to announce that its Education Director, Jeff
Roush, tied for first place for the Best How-To Article with “Photography as a Business – Starting a
Photo Business Part 5.”

The newsletter submitted for the contest was Volume 2 Issue 4, April 2013, eighteen pages including 34 images from the 3CT/WTPG Reelfoot Lake Field Trip and
two great educational articles.
The competition included South Australian Photographic Federation, Chicago
Area Camera Club Assoc., North Carolina Council, PSA Wisconsin Chapter, Gold
Rush, North Central Camera Club Council, and the Delaware Valley Council of
Camera Clubs. Congratulations to SAPF for winning the Directors Choice
Award. 3CT will be setting its sights on that honor next year.
The Board would like to take this opportunity to thank all the contributors to the
newsletter. Good job, Jeff! Special thanks to Pat Gordy, who has set a high bar of
professionalism for the Council to
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President’s Message
By Sue Milligan, 3CT President

I
3CT Governing Board
President: Sue Milligan
Vice President: Jerry Atnip
Secretary & Editor: Pat Gordy
Treasurer: Les Milligan
Communications Director: Open
Jeff Roush (temporarily)
Membership Director: Jim Bruner

am so proud of the Councils award winning 3CT In Focus newsletter! It is a
wonderful source of information about the
Tennessee Council and its members. The
educational articles are well received and it
is packed with photographs from various
club and council activities.
Sue Milligan, President
Do you have something you would like to
contribute? 3CT’s Editor, Pat Gordy is looking for the following types of photography articles: technical, travel, opinion, environmental, how-to and humorous articles as well as photography
book and equipment reviews. You can send your articles and photos to pargordy@bellsouth.net or suemilli@frontiernet.net.

Publicity Director: Dee Murphy
Activities Director: Sue Foster
Education Director: Jeff Roush
Member Clubs
Brentwood Photography Group

The newsletter needs more member club news! Feed it your upcoming special event info, as well as photos from and reviews after the event! Clubs,
please assign someone willing to provide this information on a regular basis. Your upcoming event info needs to be submitted no later that the 25th of
the month before the event, and it is suggested that if the event is in the
first week of the month you get the info in two months in advance. 3CT in
Focus is for and about its members. Help us make it even better!

Camera Club of Oak Ridge
Cookeville Camera Club
Crossville Camera Club
Fayetteville Photo Club
Great Smoky Mountains Institute
at Tremont

I am really looking forward to seeing many of you at the 3CT/PSC Fall
event in Chattanooga October 11-13. I hope everyone has saved the dates
and that you will go ahead and register as soon as possible. For more information, check out the article about this event in this issue or go to http://
www.chattanoogaphoto.org/.

Jackson Photo Club
LeConte Photographic Society
Memphis Camera Club
Nashville Photography Club
Photographic Society of
Chattanooga
Photographic Society of East
Tennessee
Southern Appalachian Nature
Photographers
West Tenn. Photographers Guild
www.Facebook.com/CameraClub
CouncilOfTennessee
president@3ct.org

http://3ct.org/
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Hopefully all the member clubs are planning to submit a bird image to
hang in Chattanooga’s gallery. Details for handling this were sent out to
club Presidents and Reps but may also be found in this newsletter.
If you are not taking the opportunity to share your photography with fellow
photographers on the 3CT Facebook page, please do. http://
www.facebook.comCameraClubCouncilOfTennessee The Photo Project
of the Month has gotten off to a slow start but if everyone gets involved it
could really be fun. Don’t forget, the best results will be featured in the
newsletter each month. Enjoy the supposedly “lazy days of summer” and
take lots of wonderful photographs! ◙
The Camera Club Council of Tennessee is proud to be
an active member of the Photographic Society of
America (PSA). Click here to learn more about PSA
and the advantages of being an individual member or
a club member of PSA.
3CT IN FOCUS

3CT Photography Projects
Results of July Photo Project
on Themed Images

S

andy Miller, a member of the
Cookeville Camera Club submitted the winning entry (shown on
the right) for the July 3CT Photography Project on Themed Images.
Images in Sandy’s collage are the
types of photos you will have an
opportunity to take on the 3CT field
trip to Old Car City scheduled for
Sunday, October 13.
Architecture is Theme for
August Photo Project
Try to capture the essence and
atmosphere of a building that attracts and interests you. Build up
a composite portrait by taking
several shots from different positions, in its setting and/or filling the frame, outside and inside, parts of the building, close ups of interesting detail work and, if possible, at different times of the day. See Sue Milligan’s example below.
How to create an album page of
your images to post:
Using Photo Shop: Select
File>New, select size (10 ½” w X
8”h or 8”w X 10 ½” h), set DPI at
240, make sure Contents is set to
white and click OK.
Your blank page will appear. Select
“all” the images you plan to use and
drag them onto the new page. They
will come up one at a time and you
can arrange them one at a time
where you will.
After you get each image in place
you have to click on the image to
level it before the next image comes
up. Once you are done, title and
save it as a jpg file, and share your
favorite series on 3CT’s Facebook Page:
www.Facebook.com/CameraClubCouncilOfTennessee ◙
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3CT 2013 Fall Field Trip to Chattanooga
By Pat Gordy

T

he Photographic Society of
Chattanooga is excited about
hosting 3CT, October 11-13, for its
fall field trip. In addition to opportunities for photography on the
field trips, PSC is happy to offer a
workshop by Canon Explorer of
Light, Arthur Morris, and Denise
Ippolito to expand your knowledge
of photography. Arthur Morris
specializes in bird photography,
but he does much more. Denise
likes to blend art and nature to
create unique images. The cost of
the workshop is $20. The Saturday workshop schedule is below:
Workshop Schedule:


9:00 to 10:45 Choosing and Using Lenses for Nature Photography BIRDS-AS-ART Style Artie Morris



11:00 to 12:00 Blooming Ideas Denise Ippolito



12:00 to 1:00 Lunch



1:00 to 2:00 Image Composition
and Design - Artie Morris



2:00 to 2:30 Pro Gear Handling
Tips - Artie Morris and Denise
Ippolito



2:30 to 2:45 Break



2:45 to 4:00 Creating Pleasing
Blurs - Artie Morris and
Denise Ippolito

In addition, Berry Smith, a certified Canon and Nikon repairman, will be performing sensor
cleanings during the workshop
for $35. The price includes the
sensor cleaning, cleaning the exterior of the camera, cleaning
the mirror, and testing the operation of the camera.
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There is also a possibility of having a representative from a major
photography equipment business
there displaying and selling goods.
The weekend starts off Friday
with a downtown Chattanooga
photography shoot for those who
arrive by 3:00 p.m. At 6:30 p.m., a
reception will be held at the Gallery at Blackwell to view the exhibit on birds and to meet the Saturday workshop presenters, Arthur Morris and Denise Ippolito.
Each club is asked to bring one
framed print to display in the gallery. Sue Milligan sent club reps
info on this earlier. Heavy hors
d’oeuvres will be served.
Saturday starts with the workshop, followed by a dinner at the
Forbidden City Restaurant. Then
the group will go downtown for a
night photography shoot of the
city of Chattanooga. Jim Mears, a
PSC members, has reserved his
condo’s club room for the group to
use for fellowship and for a good
view of the Chattanooga skyline.
On Sunday, you have a choice of
two field trips: to Old Car City in
White, GA, led by Bill Mueller or
to Cloudland Canyon State Park,
led by Tom and Pat Cory. These
will end by 1:00 p.m.
Sign up for these events by filling
out a registration form for the
field trips (shown on page 6) and
emailing it back and by registering at www.chattanoogaphoto.org
for the Saturday workshop. ◙

Extra Sunday Workshop
by Arthur Morris
Arthur Morris will be holding an
in-the-field HDR workshop
entitled “Old Car City Creative
Photography” on Sunday, October
13, from 9 a.m.-1 p.m. Cost is
$250 plus a $15 entrance fee/
charity donation (cash only at the
day of the event). Limited to 16.

© Bill Mueller

To register, call BIRDS AS ART
at 863-692-0906, or, send a
personal check for $250 made out
to "Arthur Morris" to Arthur
Morris/BIRDS AS ART, PO Box
7245, Indian Lake Estates, FL, or,
send a PayPal to us at
birdsasart@att.net. In the latter
two cases be sure to note that
your payment is for the Old Car
City In-the-Field Workshop and
be sure to include your name, email address, and phone number.
The Sunday workshop will be
held at the same time 3CT
members are at Old Car City for a
field trip; however, there is room
for all to be there. Just for the
field trip, 3CT members will be
asked for a $15 cash entrance fee,
which is being donated to charity
since the owner normally is not
open on Sundays, and does not
want to earn money on Sunday.◙

3CT IN FOCUS

Some Examples of Photography Opps During Fall Field Trip
Downtown Shoots:

© Bill Mueller

© Mickey Rountree

© Bill Mueller

Old Car City:

© Pat Gordy

© Bill Mueller

© Mickey Rountree

Cloudland Canyon:

© Tom and Pat Cory
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© Tom and Pat Cory
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If you need more information, contact: Pat Gordy, patgordy@bellsouth.net, or 423-718-7552 or Sue Milligan,
suemilli@frontiernet.net. This form may be sent to you via email in a format you can fill in and email back, by contacting Pat or Sue. Please send completed form to both Sue Milligan and Pat Gordy.
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Register for the below workshop at www.chattanoogaphoto.org; cost is $20.
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Education Corner: Flash, Part I
By Jeff Roush, 3CT Education Director
On Camera Flash: Basic
Operation for “Pop-Up” Flash
Many digital cameras have several flash modes to choose from.
The built-in flash is small and not
very powerful, so whichever mode
you use makes sure to stay
within the specified flash range.
For some reason, the flash seems
to be the most mysterious part of
any digital camera. We’ve all seen
people use their flash in the most
unusual and distinctly unhelpful
of situations, like when shooting
out an airplane window or in the
middle of a huge football stadium.
In either case, the flash has no
chance of illuminating the subject, which is very, very far away.
Using the flash, it seems, isn't
particularly intuitive.
And in this digital age, simple
controls like On and Off would be
just too easy. Instead, your camera's flash probably has three or
more modes, each intended for a
specific photographic situation.
Let's take a look at the modern
digital camera flash and see
how it works.
Always remember that any oncamera flash unit and its power
setting are related to the F-stop
on the camera. If the F-stop is
changed the power of the flash
will need to change also.
The following digital camera
flash modes are available on
most/some cameras:


Automatic mode -- Flash triggers automatically. Turn this
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mode off when in places that
forbid inside flash photography, such as museums and
theaters.




Red-eye reduction -- Fires
the flash several times just
prior to exposing a photo.
Reduces the reflection in a
subject's eyes which produces red eyes. The rapid
flashes cause a subject's pupils to contract and helps
minimize the red-eye effect.
Forced (fill-in) flash -- Keeps
the flash on in situations
where automatic mode would
keep it off. Used when additional illumination is needed,
such as when the main
source of light is in the back
of a subject or shadows, prevents details from showing.



Suppressed flash -- Turns
the flash off.



Slow sync (also called night
scene) -- Use to capture a
dimly lit background at night.
The flash fires briefly to light
the foreground subject.



Rear-curtain sync -- Similar
to slow synch but flash doesn't fire until right before the
shutter closes.



Flash exposure compensation -- Used to increase or decrease the output of the flash.

Now, that being said, there are a
number of problems inherent to
the “pop-up” flash. First, it’s
very weak, so the range, or how
far it actually travels, is fairly
limited. Secondly, we have no

ability to change the light quality
or direction of this light source.
It’s simply “on” or “off”. So, creatively, the pop-up flash to us has
a very limited use and application. Basically, it’s good for snapshots at parties or events and
not much more.
External Flash
External flashes, unlike the “popup” flash offer us an entirely different set of options. These options are not only in the technical
use of the flash but also let us use
this device to truly create a lighting “look” and improve images
while we’re on location shooting
and need a lighting solution.
The flash
units
shown in
the photo
on the
left are a
very powerful tool for us providing we
learn to use them properly. If you
have one of these, chances are
that you don’t use it much for a
variety of reasons. Most of us
don’t like the results we get with
the light. It’s blown out or over
exposed, and it gives us horrible
shadows on back grounds or walls
behind our subjects. In the next
few paragraphs we’re going to
explore different ways to use this
type of flash and create a whole
new look of lighting that we can
use effectively.

Continued on Page 9

N E W S L ET TE R TI TL E

First, let’s examine its basic use.
In the photograph below we see a
photographer using an external
flash unit mounted to the hot
shoe of their camera. An impor-

try to figure out the camera settings to use with the flash, it’s a
good idea to start with these settings: F5.6 and 1/60 Sec. We use
F5.6 because it’s a wide open Fstop and our flash won’t be working as hard to recycle each time.
This saves us batteries.
The flash unit also has its own
set of automatic modes that we
can use. Most current model flash
units have the following modes:
TTL Mode/Automatic Mode/
Manual Mode. Here’s a basic description of each.


Image #06

tant issue to remember is that
“older” flash units won’t work on
newer digital cameras. By
“older” we are talking about a
“hand me down” flash that
might have been in your Dads
camera bag from years ago.
Newer digital camera flashes
require a different voltage to fire
them. This voltage is supplied by
the camera and if it’s incorrect it
won’t fire properly. There is also
some risk of damage to either
the camera or flash unit if the
flash is not designed for current
digital cameras.





When attached to the camera this
type of flash will link up to your
camera’s computer system and
work in conjunction with many of
the modes you have on your specific camera. In most cases, as we
VOLUME 2, ISSUE 9

The TTL Mode: TTL is an abbreviation for “through the
lens”. This is a relatively new
metering system that reads
light on the sensor for both
available light in your scene
and the flash needed in the
particular photograph you are
taking. In a perfect world
your camera will recognize
the flash needed to properly
expose your image. Sometimes you need to make small
adjustments in your exposures as you view your screen
and histogram on the camera.
Automatic Mode: Auto Mode
is a setting on some flash
units that allows the user
to set the power to match a
particular F-stop. Once this
is set the flash automatically
adjusts for the different
distances and lights the
subject properly.
Manual Mode: Manual Mode
is just what it says it is: manual. We can set the power of
the flash to operate at a certain F-stop and it stays at
that power rating.



If you haven’t used your external flash much you might
want to do some testing with
it to figure out some exposure
settings before trying to do
any serious photography.

Work Study –
Use your On-Camera flash to produce a handful of images (3 on
each mode) inside a building
somewhere using direct flash in
the manner shown to the left
(Image #06). Try to find some interesting subject matter/scenes
for these photographs. Do this
series of photographs using all of
the different modes on your flash.
Our goal here is to get comfortable using all the modes you have
available. These photographs can
all be horizontal formats.
*These photographs will have to
be reproduced again later, so this
location needs to be easily accessible. ◙
Questions/Comments are welcome – jroush@roushstudios.com

Food For Thought:
"Great photography is
about depth of feeling,
not depth of field."
-Peter Adams
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3CT Member Club Happenings
Cookeville Camera Club Exhibit at the Putnam County Fair by Sue Milligan

S

everal years ago CCC members decided not to compete
in the Putnam County Fair’s
photo contest. Instead CCC has a
special exhibit of its members’
work on display during the week
of the fair. The exhibit runs from
Thursday, August 1, thru Sunday, August 11. This year, members will be able to compete in a
new, semi-pro and professional
salon category.
For at least the last 25 years,
CCC members have handled the
photo contest; receiving images,
hanging them, acquiring judges,
keeping records, handling publicity, taking them down, and re-

turning them to
their rightful
owners. At the
same time we do
our best to recruit
new members for
the Cookeville
Camera Club.
Despite the fact
that it is usually
horribly hot and
extremely busy, it CCC Members, Marie Scott, Gary Moore (CCC President),
Les Milligan, and Ginger Dunn (Fair Project Coordinator), help
is always fun to
hang the Members Exhibit at the Putnam County Fair. Not
see the images
shown is Lizah Martin. Photo by Sue Milligan.
members of our
community enter
tinue to take photographs and to
and to encourage them to conenter the contest. ◙

David Horan Presents at the Memphis Camera Club by Patty McLaughlin

T

he Memphis Camera Club
had an exceptionally interesting program in July by David
Horan. He is a photographer
with a different point of view, at
least from mine, and an interesting refreshing style, influenced
by years in Japan and other
Asian countries.
My personal favorite was a photograph taken in a Lowes parking
lot where he simply looked down
and found art. Seriously! We all
loved that abstract vision for art
that he had discovered in a common place. He also had a wonderful series of images of bicycles, all
taken in Italy. The first series
shown was a compilation of photographs from Southeast Asia of
Page 10

temples and their surroundings.
The following is the biography of
an accomplished and respected
photographer whom we were
privileged to have as our program presenter:
David Horan is a member of the
photography faculty at The University of Memphis Department
of Art, where he has taught both
traditional and digital photography courses, as well as the history of photography and theory
and criticism of contemporary
photography for the past 27
years. He also teaches a Study
Abroad course in digital photography techniques at The Florence
University of the Arts in Florence, Italy. His work has been

exhibited throughout Europe and
Asia in such galleries as The Reina Sophia Museum, Madrid; The
National Gallery of the Czech Republic, Prague; The Vardo Foundation, Stockholm; Fujin Kaikan,
Hiroshima, Japan; The Warehouse Gallery in New Paltz, New
York; The FAI_R Gallerie in Florence, Italy; and The Memphis
Brooks Museum of Art.
Mr. Horan also works as a freelance commercial photographer
for such clients as Backyard Burgers, Earth Technologies Corp,
Sunsports Athletic Wear, Harley
Davidson and fūl Backpacks.◙

N E W S L ET TE R TI TL E

Banana Festival Photo Contest Nears Deadline By Deborah Liliker

T

he entry deadline is September 1, for the Banana
Festival Photo Contest sponsored by the West Tennessee

Photographers Guild. Go to
www.thebananafestival.com or
visit the WTPG Facebook page
for entry details. The times the

photo contest can be viewed
there, and voting for "People's
Choice" Award are also listed. ◙

LeConte Photographic Society Hosts David Haggard by Cindy Mitchell

D

avid Haggard has worked
at Reelfoot Lake State
park since 1986. He started as
the naturalist assigned
to Reelfoot Lake and in 2006
moved up to a regional naturalist position for west TN. He is an
avid nature photographer and
outdoorsman. David is from
north Knoxville and has worked
at parks and natural areas
across the state. David shared
the beauty and history
of Reelfoot Lake and discussed
the photographic opportunities
found not only at Reelfoot Lake
but across the state.
The LeConte Photographic Society hosted this photographic program on Saturday, July 27, at
10:00 a.m. at the King Library
in Sevierville. For information
about future LPS events, go to
www.lecontephotographic.com ◙

David Haggard (above and below) presenting a program about Reelfoot
Lake for the LeConte Photographic Society. Photos by Cindy Mitchell.

Photographic Society of
Chattanooga by Pat Gordy
Tom and Pat Cory will speak
on “Fall Color and Beyond” at
the next PSC meeting on August 15, at 7:00 p.m. Also, PSC’s
next gallery exhibit will open
with a reception on August 16.
For more on these events, go to
www.chattanoogaphoto.org. ◙
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NEED ONE GREAT BIRD PHOTO FROM EACH 3CT MEMBER CLUB
BY SUE MILLIGAN, 3CT PRESIDENT

T

he Photographic Society of
Chattanooga, host for the
October Seminar/Fieldtrip October 11, 12, 13, will be having a
three-month Gallery Exhibit featuring birds, in tune with the visit
of its featured speaker, noted bird
photographer Arthur Morris.
PSC has kindly offered to feature
one print from each of 3CT’s
member clubs. These photos will
need to be mounted, matted and
framed for the display. Note the
following details:
The pictures will be due on Friday, October 11, at the gallery

before 5:00 p.m. Suggested size
11x14 to 16x20 (They will normally be viewed from a minimum
6 - 8 ft.). Pricing is at the photographer’s discretion. Title, price
and photographer/club name is to
be emailed for labeling by October
6, to pat@chattanoogaphoto.org.
The show is planned to run until
the end of January. Clubs desiring return of the pictures may
pick them up at the gallery (date
TBA) or provide shipping materials and return postage (glass
glazing not recommended for
shipping); otherwise they will be
considered donated unless prior
arrangements are made.

For more information, contact
Milton@chattanoogaphoto.org or
call 423-344-5643. Every effort
will be made to properly care for
your pictures, but neither PSC
nor Blackwell Automotive can be
responsible for damage or loss.
Each club will decide how to select the image that will represent
it. However the club decides to
handle it, we hope to see each
club represented. The reception
on Friday, October 11, will be
held at the Blackwell Automotive
Building (location of the gallery),
71 Eastgate Loop, Chattanooga,
TN 37411. This is a wonderful
opportunity to publicize the
Council and feature each club. ◙

PSA 2013 Conference in Maine in September
By Pat Gordy, TN State Membership Director

S

ince I have joined the Photographic Society of America,
one of the most enjoyable PSA
activities I have found is the week
-long PSA Annual Conference.
The conference is held in September or October in a different location each year. This year, the conference will be held in Portland,
Maine, from September 15 -21.
Why not join other 3CT members,
Sue and Les Milligan, Michele
and Nathan Honeycutt, Milton
and Mary McLain, and Wendell
and Pat Gordy and attend this
conference; you will not regret it!
You do not need to be a member
of PSA to attend.
During the conference, registrants
can participate in photo tours,
classes, workshops, and model
shoots. There is an opening meetPage 12

ing of the society with award presentations, an extensive print exhibition, a variety of programs, featured speakers in the evenings, a
vendor area with product demonstrations, numerous photographic
activities, and a banquet on the
last evening.
In addition to the below featured
speakers, sessions are filled with
a wide variety of presentations
such as "Phoneography," "How to
Cut Mats for Prints & The Psychology of Matting Prints," "Learn
About GigaPan High Resolution
Panoramic Photography," "After
Dark: A Primer for Shooting After
the Sun Sets," and How to Capture Challenging Wildlife Photos,"
just to name a few. Some of the
featured presentations and presenters are:

"With Awe
and Wonder - Celebrating the
World
Around Us
Through
Photography" by
Brenda Tharp
"The Joy of Photography" by
Hanson Fong, Canon Explorer
of Light.
Y

"Wind and Water" by Onne van
der Wal, Canon Explorer of Light
"The Seven Most Important Photoshop Techniques to Editing Any
Photo" by Matt Kloskowski
To register for the conference or
see more details about it, go to
http://www.psa-photo.org/
index.php?conference-overview. ◙
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